
SONY FX9 | ACCESSORY GUIDE
Combining the latest full frame, high resolution sensor with a 
traditional camcorder form factor, Sony’s FX9 can capture beautiful 
shallow DOF footage with an impressive 15 stops of dynamic range. 

Perfect accessories
One criticism of the camera is related to powering the camera 
with proprietary batteries and an unusual 19.5volt PSU. There are 
competing solutions to adapt the FX-9 to use V-lock batteries; the 
best are supplied by Holdan.  

The familiar camcorder form factor is great for handheld work, but 
there are hardly any mounting points for essential accessories. This 
is where the rigs from Wooden Camera become an essential part of 
the system.

Full frame images are a sight to behold, but that wafer-thin depth of 
field requires pinpoint accurate monitoring. SmallHD’s Ultra Bright 
5” and 7” are perfect for checking focus and nailing the correct 
exposure both indoors and in full sunlight.



SONY FX9 ACCESSORIES I

POWER

BATTERY ADAPTERS

V-MOUNT CHARGERS

Products have been tested for broad compatibility by 
Holdan - please check with your reseller for details.

Add high capacity batteries and benefit from multiple outputs to power on-camera accessories

Mount broadcast batteries to the FX9 camera

Be ready to shoot all day

A high capacity (98wh) alternative to Sony’s original BP-U35 battery, delivering more than twice 
the runtime.

Secure all-metal V-Lock adaptor with dual power taps, a 19.5v DC output with a battery warning 
indicator and a 4-pin XLR DC input.

4-position charger which analyses all packs and brings the highest two to 100% before charging 
the other two. Charge four 98wh packs in 3 hours.

98wh V- or Gold-mount battery with 16A Peak / 12A continuous load, p-tap and USB outputs.

V- mount battery system which allows the user to use the internal BPU battery, giving the user 
the ability to hot swap V-Mount batteries. Features 3x D-Tap ports.

2-position V-Mount fast simultaneous charger - charges two 98wh battery packs in 2.5hrs

Core SWX | Nano U98

Core SWX | CXV-FX9

Core SWX | Fleet Quantum

Core SWX | Hypercore Neo Mini 9

Wooden Camera | WC-275900

Core SWX | Fleet-D2S



Top Plate cheeseplate for accessory attachment, a quick release baseplate for holding the two 
15mm rods, and a bolt on top handle that attaches to the top plate and has multiple mounting 
points for accessories.

The Cine 7 sets the standard for professional on-set monitoring with a stunning 1800 nit, 100% 
DCI-P3, 1080p display.

In addition to the Base kit, the Pro kit adds a NATO quick release handle, and an ARRI 12” 
Safety Dovetail.

2200 nit 5-inch monitor for shooting in full sunlight with HDR Preview, and 12v 2 pin power.

In addition to the Advanced Kit, the Pro version adds a UVF Mount for the camera’s 
included viewfinder. 

2200 nit 7-inch monitor for shooting in full sunlight with HDR Preview, and 12v 2 pin power.

Wooden Camera | FX9 Unified Accessory Kit (Base)

SmallHD | Cine 7

Wooden Camera | FX9 Unified Accessory Kit (Advanced)  

SmallHD | 503 UltraBright

Wooden Camera | FX9 Unified Accessory Kit (Pro) 

SmallHD | 703 UltraBright

RIGS

DISPLAY

Create the perfect shooting platform around the FX9

Daylight monitors with advanced signal analysis, LUT management, focusing and framing tools
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WIRELESS MONITORING

LENSES

LENS CONTROL

Zero delay wireless transmission for DOPs focus pullers, directors and the video village

Mount SLR Magic E-mount glass for beautiful, cinematic results

Ultra-fast and super accurate wireless lens control

State-of-the-art 12G-SDI/HDMI 4K/HD wireless TX/RX set with a 750ft range and zero latency 
HDR transmission at full quality, with instant re-connect and rock solid reliability. Also available 
with 1500, 3000 or 5000 ft range.

The industry standard Bolt XT zero delay HD wireless transmitters. XT is available with a 
maximum range of 500, 1000, 3000 or 10,000ft. Features include manual frequency-selection 
tool, 3D LUT engine and a 5GHz spectrum analyzer to keep an eye on interference in your area.

Beautifully engineered, all-metal construction gives them a truly professional feel. The results are 
stunning across the range, with a consistent look and feel. The lenses are small and lightweight, 
making them portable, affordable and suitable for use on gimbals.

Wireless control focus, iris or zoom with up to 5,000 ft. of range. Supports lens mapping for 
precision focus pulling. Lens mapping overlays directly on compatible SmallHD monitors.

Wireless control of focus, iris and zoom with up to 5,000 ft. of range. Supports lens mapping 
for precision focus pulling. Lens mapping overlays directly on compatible SmallHD monitors.

Teradek | Bolt 4K 750 Transceiver Set

Teradek | Bolt 500 XT SDI/HDMI Transceiver Set

SLR Magic | MicroPrime lenses

Teradek | CTRL.1 Wireless Lens Control Kit

Teradek | CTRL.3 Motor Wireless Lens Control Kit 

• 12mm T2.8 MicroPrime
• 15mm T3.5 MicroPrime
• 18mm T2.8 MicroPrime
• 25mm T1.5 MicroPrime

• 35mm T1.3 MicroPrime
• 50mm T1.2 MicroPrime
• 75mm T1.5 MicroPrime


